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Data-driven fault detection methods for detecting
small-magnitude faults in anaerobic digestion process
Pezhman Kazemi, Jaume Giralt, Christophe Bengoa
and Jean-Philippe Steyer

ABSTRACT
Early detection of small-magnitude faults in anaerobic digestion (AD) processes is a mandatory step
for preventing serious consequence in the future. Since volatile fatty acids (VFA) accumulation is
widely suggested as a process health indicator, a VFA soft-sensor was developed based on support
vector machine (SVM) and used for generating the residuals by comparing real and predicted VFA.
The estimated residual signal was applied to univariate statistical control charts such as cumulative
sum (CUSUM) and square prediction error (SPE) to detect the faults. A principal component analysis
(PCA) model was also developed for comparison with the aforementioned approach. The proposed
framework showed excellent performance for detecting small-magnitude faults in the state
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INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the anaerobic digestion (AD) process has
shown great potential for treating organic wastes, due to its
high efﬁciency in reducing the chemical oxygen demand
(COD) and biogas production (Wellinger et al. ). AD is
a complex process in which the organic matter is decomposed
by anaerobic bacteria. The whole biological degradation consists of four steps: hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and
methanogenesis. In the ﬁrst step, the complex organic compounds are converted into soluble monomers and then
these monomers are converted to volatile fatty acids (VFAs),
CO2 and hydrogen by the following acidogenesis and acetogenesis steps. In the last step, the methanogenic bacteria
convert CO2, hydrogen, and acetate into biogas, a mix of
CO2 and CH4. Different types of anaerobic digesters have
been developed and implemented for the treatment of waste
and energy production around the world (Sun et al. ).
Although AD technology has already reached its maturity, failures and low performances are still common at full scale due
to the lack of reliable and robust fault detection (FD) systems.
Because of the AD process complexity, if failures happen,
extreme effort and time are required to return the process
into its normal operation. Therefore, early detection of abnormal conditions that may cause failure is imperative to prevent
losses (Sánchez-Fernández et al. ).
doi: 10.2166/wst.2020.026
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Many measurements such as pH, VFAs, biogas production, COD, alkalinity, ammonia concentration, and so
on exist for monitoring anaerobic digesters. Each of these
parameters gives different information about the state of
health of AD. Among these parameters, pH and biogas production show the overall AD plant health; therefore, these
parameters are not suitable for early detection of possible
faults. For instance, decreases in gas production or pH are
signs of process instability that has already occurred. Other
parameters such as alkalinity, VFAs, COD and ammonia
concentration can indicate process imbalance beforehand,
but they do not provide direct information regarding the
exact cause of the process imbalance. Therefore, to identify
the exact cause of imbalance in the process, further analysis
of other parameters is needed (Weiland ).
The main goal of FD frameworks is to ﬁnd the abnormal
events. Abnormal events are non-common events when the
process deviates signiﬁcantly from its normal operation.
Generally, the FD frameworks are classiﬁed into three
groups: model-based, knowledge-based and data-driven
based approaches. In model-based approaches, the precise
mathematical model of the process should be developed.
However, due to the complexity of biochemical processes,
obtaining the ﬁrst principle models is a very difﬁcult task.
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On the other hand, knowledge-based approaches are based
on sets of rules and process behavior information that are
extracted by experienced plant operators. The accuracy of
this method depends on the operator and engineer’s knowledge about the processes. However, obtaining this deep
knowledge is always time consuming and very difﬁcult for
complex processes. To the contrary, data-driven approaches
are merely designed based on the historical and online
data without any need to develop a mathematical model
or intervention of human knowledge. These methods are
very beneﬁcial when obtaining process knowledge is not
easy in practice. One of the main disadvantages of datadriven approaches is that they cannot be developed prior
to the design stage, due to the lack of real process data.
Different data-driven techniques such as neural network
(NN) (Heo & Lee ), support vector machine (SVM)
(Ni et al. ), principal component analysis (PCA)
(Aguado & Rosen ; Haimi et al. ), Bayesian network (Amin et al. ) and Fisher discriminant analysis
(FDA) (He et al. ) have been used for fault detection
and diagnosis of different industrial processes. However,
to the best of our knowledge, the data-driven techniques
have been rarely used for FD in the AD process yet. Therefore, the main goal of this work is to develop a data-driven
FD framework, capable of detecting random small magnitude faults in the state of the AD process. As mentioned
earlier, VFAs concentration is considered as one of the
most important variables in most AD monitoring strategies
since its accumulation in the reactor can be interpreted as
either an organic overload or an inhibition of the methanogenic bacteria due to the inﬂuence of other factors ( Jimenez
et al. ). The same approach could have been applied
using, for example, ammonia instead of VFAs concentration.
However, ammonia can only lead to an inhibition while
VFAs concentration is a central and key variable that
reﬂects the impact of many different factors of inﬂuence
(e.g. inhibitions like the one that can produce too high an
ammonia concentration but also organic overloading or
the presence of a toxicant in the feeding line) and is thus a
widely used health indicator for AD processes (Li et al.
; Wu et al. ). In the present study, VFA soft-sensors
based on the SVM method have been developed and trained
using simulated data from the benchmark simulation model
No. 2 (BSM2) (Jeppsson et al. ). Residual signals, which
are the difference between measured VFA and ones
predicted by the soft-sensors, are then generated. The
obtained residual signals can be used alone or combined
with univariate Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts
such as cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts to detect the
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faults when the residuals exceed a control limit. In addition
to the VFA soft-sensor, a PCA algorithm is used for comparative analysis with the proposed FD method. In this
case, the same input vector as the soft-sensors plus VFA
measurements were used as inputs for the PCA method.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Data collection and pre-processing
The ﬁrst step in designing a data-driven soft-sensor is to
obtain the process data. The design and evaluation of the
SVM soft-sensor has been carried out using collected data
from BSM2 (Nopens et al. ). The BSM2 is a simulation
environment containing a plant layout, a simulation model,
inﬂuent loads, simulation procedures and evaluation criteria
elements in order to analyse and to evaluate the performances of wastewater treatment plants. Fourteen process
variables obtained from BSM2 simulation and tested as
possible input variables are listed in Table 1. All these variables are measured from the inﬂuent, efﬂuent and gas line of
AD every 15 min. The obtained simulated data from day 245
to 453 and day 453 to 474 were used as training and test sets
for developing VFA soft-sensor respectively. It should be
noted that due to the high number of data points (20,000),
random sampling of the training set was performed and
ﬁnally 2,000 data points were selected uniformly to reduce
the computation time during model training. Moreover,
before model construction and prediction, the weighted
moving average (WMA) method was adopted to reduce
noises in signals (Hota et al. ). In this work, 100
sampling data was chosen as the window length for all
model construction. Furthermore, due to the different
units of the measured variables, it is also crucial to scale
and normalize them before developing the different models.

Table 1

|

Obtained variables from BSM2

Variables

Efﬂuent COD

Unit
3

gm

3

Variables

Unit

CH4 mol_fraction

–

Efﬂuent alkalinity

mol m

CO2 mol_fraction

–

Inﬂuent TSS*

g m3

H2 mol_fraction

–

Efﬂuent TSS

g m3

Pressure

bar

Efﬂuent pH

–

Efﬂuent ammonia

g m3

Efﬂuent BOD**

g m3

Inﬂuent ﬂow

m3 d1

Gas ﬂow

3

m d

-1

*TSS: Total soluble solids the following; **BOD: Biological oxygen demand.
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Feature selection

Control charts

In order to develop a high accuracy VFA soft-sensor, the
best combination of variables in Table 1 should be selected.
Using many inputs for model development can increase the
noise and directly affect the model accuracy. Therefore, by
implementing feature selection, the most important variables are chosen and the dimension of the input vector for
soft-sensor training is reduced. The other beneﬁts of adapting the feature selection method are shorter time of
training, ease of interpretation of models, reduction of overﬁtting and lower cost in data collection. To avoid this
problem, the fscaret package of the R environment was
used (Szle˛ k ; Eskandarian et al. ). The package
was chosen because it uses many models to perform feature
ranking, therefore the result is more reliable.

The VFA soft-sensor can be used in conjunction with the statistical control chart to detect abnormal behaviors. A control
chart is a graphical technique wherein a value of speciﬁc
statistics is presented over time and, for the normal operation
of the process, the statistics must not pass a predetermined
control limit. Within this fault detection framework, the simulated VFA is compared with the predicted VFA by means of
the SVM soft-sensor; then, the residual is determined and
used to develop different control charts for monitoring the
AD process, including the following:

•
•

Support vector machine (SVM)
SVM is a popular machine learning method for regression
and classiﬁcation that was ﬁrst introduced by Cortes and
Vapnik (Cortes & Vapnik ). SVM has been suggested
as an efﬁcient method for solving a general-purpose problem. Generally, in SVM, the input data is mapped into a
multi-dimensional feature space by using the kernel functions. Then, the linear regression is applied in the feature
space. By applying this mapping procedure, the non-linear
problem can be solved in a linear space. The most famous
kernel functions are the polynomial kernel, the radial
basis, the exponential radial basis and the multilayer perceptron kernel function (Liu & Lei ).
Principal component analysis (PCA)
Due to the large number of measurements, industrial processes often contain a huge amount of data. One of the
common methods to deal with this problem is PCA. The
PCA method linearly transforms correlated data into a set
of linearly uncorrelated values called principal components
(PC). Fault detection using PCA is performed by estimating
the Hottelling’s statics (T2) and the square prediction error
(SPE) (Sánchez-Fernández et al. ). T2 index is the
squared Mahalanobis distance of the retained PCs, designed
to measure the variability of the mean and covariance
within these PCs. The SPE statistic is the measure of the
lack of ﬁt for the PCA model ( Jackson ). The training
PCA model has been performed by using based command
in the R environment.
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•

Square prediction error (SPE) chart: this chart illustrates
the squared residual error obtained by comparing the real
values of VFA and the predicted ones obtained by SVM
soft-sensor.
Cumulative sum (CUSUM) chart: here, the method represents the cumulative addition of deviations in every
observation. The CUSUM control charts have proved to
be highly sensitive in detecting small magnitude faults.
A CUSUM chart can be obtained by using the following
equations (Khusna et al. ):
þ
Ciþ ¼ max [0, Ci1
þ xi  (μi,c þ k)]

(1)


þ (μi,c þ k)  xi ]
Ci ¼ max [0, Ci1

(2)

C0þ ¼ C0 ¼ 0 Ci ¼ max [Ciþ , Ci ]

(3)


where k, μi.c, Cþ
i and Ci are the slack variable, the mean
under normal operation (from day 453 to 491) of the plant
and the upper and the lower CUSUM statistics, respectively.
The role of slack variables is to introduce robustness into the
calculate statistics. If there is any fault in the system, the statistics (Ci) in Equation (3) increases, showing accumulations
of small deviations in the mean. These accumulations are
corrected by using the slack variable. Typically, k is selected
as half of the standard deviation of the samples.
T2 Hotelling’s chart: this chart is considered as a multivariate method and can be determined based on the
Mahalanobis distance (MD) by the following equation
(Roman ):

)S1 (xi  x
)
T 2 ¼ (xi  x

(4)

 is the mean vector and S is a
Here xi is a sample data, x
sample covariance matrix. All the control charts have been
estimated using the qcc package in R environment.
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In addition to the VFA soft-sensor, a PCA method
(Sánchez-Fernández et al. ) was also used for the comparison with the suggested methods. In this case, the same
input vector as the SVM soft-sensor plus VFA were used
as inputs for the PCA method. The general diagram of
proposed SVM and PCA fault detection approaches is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Bootstrap conﬁdence limits
Commonly, the mentioned control charts assume that monitoring statistics follow a certain probability distribution.
However, in the most nonlinear and complex situations,
the process observations do not follow a speciﬁc probability
distribution. For this reason, for calculating the control limit
for all control charts, the bootstrapping approach was
implemented. The function for calculating the bootstrap
conﬁdence limit has been written in R environment. Figure 2
shows the bootstrap approach to calculate control limits,

Figure 1

|

General diagram of proposed SVM soft-sensor and PCA fault detection.

Figure 2

|

Flow chart of the bootstrap method used for calculating the control limits.
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and it is summarized as follows (Phaladiganon et al. ;
Khusna et al. ):
1. Compute the M statistics (M could be Ci, T2, and SPE)
with n observations based on the normal process
operation.
2. Considered M1i , M2i , . . . , Mni be a set of n M values from
ith bootstrap sample (i ¼ 1,…, B) randomly chosen from
the initial M statistics with replacement. The value of B
should be large enough (e.g. B > 1,000).
3. In each of B bootstrap samples, determine the 100 ×
(1  α)th percentile value given a speciﬁed value α with
a range between 0 and 1.
4. Determine the control limit by taking an average of B
 100×(1α)).
100 × (1  α)th percentile values (M
5. The estimated control limit can be used to monitor a new
observation. Therefore, if the monitoring statistic of a
 100×(1α), it can be considered
new observation exceeds H
as a fault event. In the current work, conﬁdence level α
was equal to 0.99.
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Fault detection assessment
The performance of the proposed FD methods is measured
in terms of precision, recall, and F1 scores given in
Equations (5)–(7). Note that True positives (TP) are data
points correctly labelled as faults. False positives (FP) refer
to normal data points incorrectly labelled as faults. Finally,
false negatives (FN) refer to faulty data points incorrectly
labelled as normal.
Precision ¼
Recall ¼

TP
TP þ FP

TP
TP þ FN

F1 score ¼ 2 ×

Precision × Recall
Precision þ Recall

(5)
(6)
(7)

The number of false detections and missed detections
are captured by precision and recall respectively. The
F1-Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The higher values of these indicators show the higher
performance of FD methods under evaluation. The delay,
which indicates how slow the control charts are in detecting
faults, is also calculated (Corominas et al. ).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Linearity examination and feature ranking
Prior to developing the SVM soft-sensor, the linearity of the
simulated data from BSM2 was investigated and it was
found that the relationship between VFA and the other
available parameters is highly linear in the relatively conservative AD process conﬁguration included in BSM2. This
linearity does not perfectly represent the situation in practice. Although this method works perfectly in linear
situations, to increase the nonlinearity and make the objective more challenging, the input vector (feed) to AD, which
consists of the concentration of inorganic nitrogen (Sin),
composite (Xc), carbohydrate (Xch) and also the feed ﬂow
rate, was manipulated.
In order to develop a high accuracy VFA soft-sensor, the
best combination of available variables in Table 1 should be
selected. Using many features for model development can
increase the noise and directly affect the model accuracy.
Therefore, feature ranking based on the fscaret package of
the R environment (Szle˛ k ; R Core Team ) was
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performed on the available data to choose the best input
subset. Before performing the feature ranking method,
hard-to-measure parameters including COD, alkalinity and
BOD were removed from the data set. The gas ﬂow and
CH4 mole fraction were also removed due to their direct
correlation with pressure and the CO2 mole fraction respectively. It should be noted that the same results could be
obtained by using gas ﬂow and the CH4 mole fraction
instead of using pressure and the CO2 mole fraction; therefore, the decision to eliminate correlated parameters can
be made based on the simplicity and availability of measurements. The remaining parameters, listed in Table 1, were
used as an input vector for the fscaret method. Figure 3
shows the importance of the variables on a scale from 0 to
100 obtained with the fscaret method for VFA prediction.
In this ﬁgure, pH, ammonia concentration and pressure
have the most inﬂuence on VFA.
Therefore, these important variables were chosen as the
core subset and the other variables were added one by one
to the SVM model based on their importance values.
The whole training procedure for the SVM soft-sensors
was performed in the R environment by using the Caret
package (Kuhn ). The tuning parameters of each
model are estimated using the random hyper parameter
Search, which is incorporated in this package. In this
method, the tuning parameters of all models are randomly
selected from the tuning space, which is deﬁned beforehand.
The number of randomly sampled values from the tuning
space can be deﬁned by the ‘tuneLength’ parameter of the
Caret package (Bergstra et al. ). The test error is estimated for each subset after the models are trained. Table 2
shows the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of

Figure 3

|

Importance of variables on a scale from 0 to 100 obtained with the fscaret
method.
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Result of SVM soft-sensors trained using different input subsets

Inputs

R2a

NRMSEa

pH þ Ammonia_conc þ pressure

0.813

0.182

pH þ Ammonia_conc þ pressure þ
CO2_mol fraction

0.990

0.033

pH þ Ammonia_conc þ pressure þ
CO2_mol_fraction þ TSS_out

0.972

0.058

pH þ Ammonia_conc þ pressure þ
CO2_mol_fraction þ TSS_out þ Flow

0.977

0.044

pH þ Ammonia_conc þ pressure þ
CO2_mol_fraction þ TSS_out þ
Flow þ H2_mol_fraction

0.971

0.049

a

Estimated using test data set.

each subset based on the trained models. It can be seen that
the second subset has the best NRMSE; therefore, this
subset was selected for further development of the VFA
soft-sensor. The kernel used for training SVM models was
considered as the radial basis and best values of the two parameters C and γ for the ﬁnal model (based on the second
subset) were obtained equal to 245.88 and 0.0020 by the
random hyper parameter Search respectively. The γ is a parameter for nonlinear hyperplanes and C is the penalty
parameter of the error term (Cortes & Vapnik ).
Figure 4 represents the prediction result of the trained
SVM soft-sensor on the test set. The NRMSE and R2 were
0.04 and 0.98 respectively. As can be seen, the performance
of VFA prediction by the developed soft-sensor is satisfactory and in the range of the best sensors available on the
market for on-line VFA measurements.
Fault detection
To examine the detection accuracy of each method, the
maximum uptake rate of acetate (km,ac ¼ 8 day1) in BSM2
was varied from ±5% to ±15% around its default value as

Figure 4

|

Prediction result of SVM soft-sensor.
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a simulated artiﬁcial fault. The variation of km,ac can be similar to manipulation of the acetate concentration inside the
digester. The fault starts from day 530 and lasts until the
end of the simulation (609 days). The data from day 453 to
530 were deﬁned as the normal data set and used for estimating the control limits of entire charts. The fault starts
from day 530 and lasts until the end of the simulation (609
days). The fault detection performance of the developed
SVM soft-sensor has been compared with the multivariate
methods such as PCA and multivariate control chart T2.
The chart that has the highest F1 score can be considered
as the most precise one. The performances of the fault detection methods are presented in Table 3. In the PCA model,
four PCs were selected to explain the 90% of variance.
The control limit for all methods is obtained theoretically
by using the bootstrap method with conﬁdence level α
equal to 0.99. Due to space limitation, only the performances for variation of þ5% and þ10% are shown.
It can be observed that the VFA-CUSUM chart has the
highest F1 score compared to the other charts, which
means that it has better performance for detection of small
magnitude faults. The precision for almost all models is in
a good range, which means that all charts have a low false
detection alarm rate. By comparing the delay of each
chart, it can be concluded that due to the small-magnitude
faults, all charts roughly have a high delay. The delay of
VFA-CUSUM for þ5% is the lowest among the other ones;
however, when increasing the fault magnitude, the detection
delay of the CUSUM method is also increased compared to
the other charts. Although the delay of VFA-SPE and T2
(5 inputs) charts for þ10% is lower than the CUSUM
chart, it is not clear whether this is a real fault or false detection due to its ﬂuctuation around the conﬁdence limit.
However, due to the cumulative behavior of the CUSUM
chart, it takes some time for the signal to overpass the
threshold but as it has a positive trend (Figure 5(c)) it can
deﬁnitely be considered as a fault. The PCA method has
the lowest detection performance among all tested methods,
which indicates that it is an improper choice for detecting
small magnitude faults. Generally, it can be concluded that
the CUSUM chart performs better on small magnitude
faults; however, when increasing the faults’ magnitude
(>± 15%), other charts can be more appropriate due to
the inherent CUSUM delay. Therefore, to have a robust
FD framework that is sensitive to both small and large magnitude faults, it would be better to use CUSUM jointly with
the other charts.
As can be seen, the conventional SPE and T2 control
charts and the PCA method may not perform well for
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Performance of each control chart for 5% and 10% variation of km,ac
þ 5% km,ac

þ 10% km,ac

Method and statistic

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Delay (day)

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Delay (day)

VFA-CUSUM

0.97

0.95

0.96

3.64

0.98

0.96

0.97

2.48

VFA-SPE

0.96

0.20

0.34

8.85

0.99

0.84

0.91

1.81

VFA-T2 (5 inputs)

0.77

0.05

0.10

10.58

0.96

0.38

0.55

1.93

PCA-T (5 inputs)

1

0.01

0.02

Not detected

1

0.1

0.19

6.01

PCA-SPE (5 inputs)

0.39

0

0

Not detected

0.83

0.03

0.06

Not detected

2

Figure 5

|

Different control charts for þ5% variation of km,ac. The horizontal and vertical blue lines show the obtained limit and the fault onset respectively. The full colour version of this
ﬁgure is available in the online version of this paper, at http://dx.doi.org/10.2166/wst.2020.026.

small-magnitude faults. Although the CUSUM chart detects
the fault with some delay, it still shows the best performance
compared to the other charts.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a combination of VFA soft-sensor
and CUSUM chart as a dynamic and non-linear fault
detection methodology for small-magnitude faults in the
AD process. Prior to soft-sensor development, a feature
selection method was used to ﬁnd the most appropriate
subset of measurements. Ammonia concentration, pH,
pressure and CO2 mole fraction were selected as the
best subset of input variables. The performance of the
suggested methodology has been compared with other
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conventional methods such as PCA and T2 chart.
CUSUM chart, based on the VFA soft-sensor residual,
shows the best performance among the different
approaches tested. Although it has shown some delay in
detection, CUSUM drawbacks can be overlooked for
small-magnitude faults, because of the high precision
and recall values of the method, which can be interpreted
as a low false alarm and a high detection rate respectively.
It has also been concluded that the PCA method and T2
chart are not robust for detection of faults with small magnitude. However, as the faults’ magnitude increases, the
performance of the CUSUM chart can also become low
due to its high inherent delay. Therefore, to have an FD
framework, which is robust in both high and low fault
magnitude cases, it would be better to use CUSUM in
combination with the other methods.
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